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Let A(a+/3)=lHx-,÷,[ where /-~ is the complete symmetric function in (al+/3t), (a2+ 
/32) . . . . .  (% +/3,). It is proved that Z~(a+/3)>~A(a)+A([3). This inequality is generalised for 
certain symmetric functions defined by Littlewood. Let O(a +/3) = r~(,~+m t,--~,-, 1,,, kt, k2 . . . . .  ~)1. 
Then we prove that D(a+/3)~>O(a)+O(/3). Here ~.1,/t2, ~-3 . . . . .  ~ is a partition such that 
~., >k ,_  l >- .. >~.2>hl.  
o 
If /..I,=(~L1,/A, 2 . . . . .  hi,S), //,l~>/d,2~>'''~/./,S is a partition of n, then in 1-2] 
Littlewood has defined certain symmetric functions Or. 
Or = ¢3(0= ~" K1K(2 n re-(s-l) 1~.2 " ~ r  " " " l~ 'S  ~I¢X2 " " " ~S S 
where the summation is over all the terms obtained by permutations of the 
variables al, 012 . . . . .  OIs, 
Ki = (1 + t) f i  
(a, + ta i) 
~=1 (o~-%) (i# ]), (1.1) 
K~'+~I =(1 + t) i=r+lH \~-----~//' (1.2) 
S 
E Ki°t[ = qr(t). (1.3) 
~=1 
The generating series of qr(t) is given by 
_ f i  (1 * o~rx'~ 1 + ~ qr(t)x" - (1.4) 
r= l  i= l  \ l -o~x/"  
Also the S-functions associated with the series is given by the determinant 
(~) = Iq~L,+~l (i, ] = 1, 2 . . . . .  s) .  (1.5) 
When t = 0, the function qr(0) is the complete symmetric function of the rth order 
which we denote by H,. (1.4) was first defined by D.E. Littlewood who showed 
that the resulting symmetric functions (subsequently called Hall's functions) were 
similar to certain symmetric functions used by Hall in enumerating subgroups of 
finite abelian p-groups. 
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The generating series for the complete symmetric function Hr is given by 
1 + g ,x '  = I-I (1 - o~x)-' (1.6) 
r= l  i= l  
and in [2] it is shown that the S-function associated with the series (1.6) is 
(~) = In.~-,+jl (i, ] = 1, 2 . . . . .  s ) .  (1 .7)  
In this paper we consider a generalization of the symmetric function @(t) 
defined in (1.4). We define 
(1 +a,  tx~ K, 
1+ r=, ~ @(t,K,,K2 . . . . .  K~)xr=[Ii=, \1---S-~ x ]  (1.8) 
where Kx, K2 . . . . .  K,, are positive real numbers as in [4, 5]. We note that 
qr(0, 1, 1 . . . . .  1) = Hr and @(t, 1, 1 . . . . .  1) = q~(t). 
We write qr(0, K1, K2 . . . . .  K,.) = Hr(K1, K2 . . . . .  Kin). Hence 
qr(0, 1, 1 . . . .  ,1 )= Hr(1, 1 . . . . .  1) = Hr. (1.9) 
We define 
qo(t, K1, K2 . . . . .  K,,)=Ho(K1, K2 . . . . .  K,,) = 1 (1". 10) 
and 
q_fit, K1, K2 . . . . .  K,,) = H_fiKx, K2 . . . . .  Kin) = 0 (1.11) 
if r is a positive integer. 
Also q~+a)(t, K1, K2 . . . . .  K,,) and H~+O)(K1, K2 . . . . .  Kin) denote the func- 
tions qr(t, K1, K2 . . . . .  K,~) and HfiKI, K2 . . . . .  K,,) respectively in the variables 
(a1+/30,  (a2+/32) . . . . .  (am +/3,,). 
Let Xx, X2 . . . . .  A., denote m non-negative integers uch that 
X., > X.,-1 > • • • >X1. (1.12) 
If al ,  a2 . . . . .  am, /31,/32 . . . . .  /3,. are positive reals and 
A(a +/3) = [H~_r+ll ( r ,S=l ,2  . . . . .  m), (1.13) 
then the author has proved in [3] that 
zl(a +/3) ~> A (a) + A (/3). (1.14) 
Also it is proved in [3] that 
A(a +/3) is a homogeneous polynomial in (al +/31), 
(a2+/32) . . . . .  (am +/3,,) with positve coefficients. (1.15) 
For more properties ee [1]. 
That the determinant defined in (1.13) is the same as the determinant defined in 
(1.7) can be seen by making row and column operations on the determinants. In
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this paper we prove that the inequality (1.14) can be extended to the non- 
symmetric function q,(t, K~, K2 , . . . ,  K" )  if t>~O. In other words if 
a(a  +/3) = Iqx~-,+l(t, K1, K2 , . . . ,  K")[ (r, S = 1, 2 , . . . ,  m), 
then we prove that 
O(a +/3) ~ O(~) + 0(/3) 
where al,  a2,. •. ,  am, /31,/32 . . . . .  /3,. are positive reals, and )t,. <K+ 1, K being 
the smallest of the real numbers Kx, K2 . . . . .  K,.. For the proof of this we require 
two lemmas. 
B 
l.,~lnluA 1. I f  Oll, Ol 2 . . . . .  0," are positive real and  if 
~(a)  = IHxs-r+l(Kx, K2 . . . . .  K")[ (r, S = 1, 2 . . . . .  m), (2.1) 
then ~(ot) is a homogeneous polynomial in al, a2, • •., am with positive coefficients 
where K >>- 2. 
Proof. We have 
Let 
where 
1+ ~ H,.x'= r I  (1-oqx) -1. 
r=l i=1  
1+ ~ H~(K1)x~ = (1 -a lx )  -K' 1~I (1 - -  ~ . iX ) - - '  
r~ l  i=2  
= (1 - ~x)-K,+~{1 + ~ g,x'}. 
1+ H,(K1)x" =(1 -a lX)  - r  1+ H,x' 
r= l  ~ r~ l  
-K  = -Kx  + 1. 
From (2.3), we have 
H,(KI) - \ j 
Let 
p(~)  = LH~s-,+,(K1)I. 
From (2.6) and (2.5), we get 
P(~)= I i=o J 
(2.2) 
(2.3) 
(2.4) 
(2.5) 
(2.6) 
(2.7) 
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First we prove that p(a) is a polynomial in oq, 0/2 . . . . .  a m with positive coeffi- 
cients. For this we write (2.7) as the sum of (A1 + 1)(A2+ 1) " - -  (A m + 1) determin- 
ants and show that each non-zero determinant is of the type (1.13) multiplied by 
some positive number and some power of a x. Let 
A2 = (A1 + a). (2.8) 
Consider the first two columns of (2.7). Corresponding to each j ( j=  
0, 1, 2 . . . . .  A1) we get determinants in which the elements of the first column are 
-1  / -1  i (K+j- I ) t~Hx,- , , (K+J )ct,Hx,-i-1, (K+j )ct,Hx,_i_,,+ ~. 
', j ', j . . . .  ~ j 
(2.9) 
Also for each j ( . /=0,1 . . . . .  A~) we get A - j+1 determinants in which the 
elements of the second column are 
K+a+j+r - l \  a+~+r 
a + j + r ) ct l Hx,-i-r, 
(K+a+j+r - l ,  .+ j+~ (K+a+j+r - l \  .+,+r 
a+j+n )ax Hx,-i-,-, . . . . .  a+j+r )ax H~,-i-,,+I-, (,2.10) 
for r=0,  1,2 . . . . .  A I - j .  From (2.9) and (2.10) we note that when r=0,  and 
r=A~-j the first two columns are identical and hence those determinants are 
zeros. We interchange the first two columns which will contribute a negative sign. 
Taking common factors from columns one and two outside the determinant we 
get 
( -1 ) (K+a+j+r - l~(K+j -1)a~+2'+~a+j+r  / \  j (2.11) 
for each j (j = 0, 1, 2 . . . . .  A1) and r = 1, 2, 3 . . . . .  Ax - / ' -  1 multiplied by corres- 
ponding determinants. Again considering the first two columns of (2.7), for each 
j = 0, 1, 2 . . . . .  A~, we get determinants in which elements of the second column 
are 
(K + a + j-1)ot~+,Hx,_i. 
a+j 
(K+a+j - l \  .+, (K+a+j - l \  a+, 
+1 )a, Hx,_i_ 1 . . . . .  )0tl  Hx,-m+x-i (2.12) a \ a+j 
and corresponding to each j=0,  1,2 . . . . .  A1, we get A~- j+ I  determinants in 
which the second column is (2.12) and the elements of the first column given by 
K+j+r - l \  j+, 
j + r )a l Hx,-i-r, 
K+j+r - l \  ,+, (K+j+r - l \  j+r 
j+r )Ctl Hx,-j-~-I . . . . .  j+r }ctl Hx,-j-,-,,+l (2.13) 
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where r=0,1,2,3 ,..., AI-j. We note from (2.12) and (2.13) that the corres- 
ponding to r = 0 and r = Al - j, the first and second columns are identical. Now 
from the first and second columns we take outside the common factors and we 
get, 
( K+a+j-1 K+j+r-1 o+li+r a+j )( j+r 1 a1 (2.14) 
for each j=O,1,2 ,..., X1 and r=l,2 ,... , AI-j- 1 multiplied by the same 
determinants that appear in (2.11). Now we prove that for each j G= 
0,1,2,. . . , Al) 
( K+a+j-1 )C K+j+r-1 ~ K+a+j+r-1 a+j j+r I( a+j+r )(“+jy (2.15) 
where r = 1,2,3, . . . , A, - j - 1. This we prove by induction. Let r = 1, then we are 
required to prove that 
(2.16) 
or we must prove that 
K+j>K+j+a 
j+1 j+a+1 
or 
or 
(K+j)O’+a+l)sO’+l)(K+j+a) 
a(K-1)~0. 
Now substituting the value of K, from (2.4) we find that (2.15) is true when r = 1. 
Let (2.15) be true when r = b, then 
K+a+j-1 K+j+b-1 
Cl+j )( j+b 
“‘,a~;=,“-‘)~+;-‘>. (2.17) 
Let r = b + 1, and we are required to prove that 
( 
“‘~~~-l)(~~~,‘,“)-(“‘:-‘)(~~~~~~~) 
or using (2.17) we must prove that 
K+j+b>K+j+a+b 
j+b+l a+j+b+l 
or 
(K+j+b)(a+j+b+l)z=O’+b+l)(K+j+a+b) 
which is the same as 
a(K-l)aO 
(2.18) 
(2.19) 
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substituting the value of K from (2.4) we find (2.15) is true when r=b+l  and 
hence (2.15) is proved. Hence for each negative determinant there is a positive 
determinant so that their sum is always positive. 
Again considering the first two columns of (2.7) we find for each j ( ]= 
0, 1 . . . . .  )tl) determinants in which the elements of the first column are 
-1  j (K-t-j--1)Olil.tM_i ' (g~ j-1)(3£~IH/M_,_I, " (K"~j )o/xHh,_i_m+l. j \ j " " \  j 
(2.20) 
Also for each j (] = 0, 1, 2 . . . . .  )tl) we get 'a'-determinants in which the elements 
of the second column are 
(K+a- i -1 )  _, 
. a~ Hx,+i, 
a- - I  
, 1, o ,  , 1) 
a-l" )a l -  Hx,+i-1 . . . .  ' \  a - i  a~-iHx'- i -"+l (2.21) 
where i = 1, 2 . . . . .  a. Now (2.20) and (2.21) satisfy the conditions given in (1.13) 
and hence they contribute positive coefficients by (1.15). We apply this method 
for each column of the determinants (2.7) and we find that p(ot) is a polynomial in 
ax, a2 . . . . .  am with positive coefficients. Now, let 
1 + ~ H,(K1, K2)x  r = (1 --  OtlX)-K'(1 -- O~2X) -K2 I~I (1 -- 0/iX ) 
r= l  i=3 
= (1 - alX)-~+l{1 + ~2 H,(K1)x'}. (2.22) 
Hence 
H,(K1, K2)= ~" ( l+j-1)od2H,_,(KO, 
i=o \ J 
where - l  = -K2+ 1. Let 
q(a)  = [Has_ ,+a(K1 ,  K2)[ .  
From (2.23) and (2.24), we have 
(2.23) 
(2.24) 
i~-,+1 I+]-1 j 
q(ot) = ,_-~o ( j ) °12H~- '+ ' - i (K1) l "  (2.25) 
From here onwards we have the same argument as in the case oq. And using (2.7) 
we can prove that q(a) is a polynomial whose coefficients are all positive. We 
repeat this argument for each variable as, a4 . . . . .  am and we get Lemma 1. 
1 
Lemma 2. Let K be the smallest of the positive real numbers, K1, K2 . . . . .  Kin, and 
t I> 0, a~ > 0, for all i = 1, 2 . . . . .  m. If  
q(a) = Iq~s-r+l(t, K1, K2 . . . . .  K,,)[, (3.1) 
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then q(a) is a polynomial in a l ,  a 2 . . . . .  ~ with positive coefficients, where 
;tin < K + 1, if K is not integral 
ProoL  If t = 0, then we get Lemma 1. 
Hence  we assume that t >0.  Let  
Then 
1+ qr(t,K~)x'=(l+OtltX) K, 1+ ~ Hr(K~,K2 . . . .  
r= l  r= l  
, Km)x'}. (3.2) 
"~IK \  
i=o \ 1 /  
The restr ict ion of )~m, makes  all the terms posit ive and hence the method of 
Lemma 1 can be appl ied.  Hence  we get Lemma 2. 
. 
Theorem 1. Let K1, K2 . . . . .  K,, be positive real numbers uch that Ki > 2 for all i, 
if not integral and K the smallest of K1, K2 . . . . .  Kin. Let al, or2 . . . . .  am, 
[3x, [32 . . . . .  [3,. be positive reals, t >~O, and )t,. <K+I .  I f  
"~"+'~ 't ~" "" K,,)I (4.1) O(a  + [3) = 't~s-r+l~, "i, n.2 . . . . .  
then /2(c~+[3)>---/2(a)+0([3),  where q(~+a)(t, K1, K2 . . . . .  Kin) is as defined in 
(1.8) 
Proof .  (4.1) fol lows from Lemma 2 and (1.14). 
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